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ABSTRACT
This article presents three efficient rectifiers for radio frequency energy harvesting (RFEH) systems operating at the fifth generation (5G) band (3.5 GHz). Each rectifier operates at various input power levels (high, low, and across a wide power range). The high and low-power rectifiers feature a single serial topology using HSMS-2860 and SMS-7630 Schottky diodes, respectively, along with microstrip lines to implement the input and output filters and the impedance matching network. At an radio frequency (RF) power level of 15 dBm, the high-power rectifier harvests 67.4% to direct current (DC) power with a 300 Ω load resistor and an output voltage of 2.5 V. The low-power rectifier achieves its maximum power conversion efficiency (PCE) at -2 dBm, reaching 45% efficiency with a 1,200 Ω load. The rectifier with a extended input power range comprises two branches of subrectifiers functioning at both high and low power levels. Depending on the power level, the considered subrectifier harvests radio frequency power into DC power, while the other subrectifier is deactivated. Across a power span of 32.5 dB (ranging from -13 to 19.5 dBm), the rectifier maintains an efficiency above 30%. The proposed rectifiers are efficient and suitable for implementation in 5G-enabled RFEH systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
The growth of high data rate, high-speed data transmission, low power consumption, and reliable communication is giving rise to new wireless technologies such as the 5th generation (5G), mobile networks, and the internet of things (IoT). The frequency spectrum of 5G consists of three bands, with the most widely used band being the sub-6 GHz, covering from 450 MHz to 6 GHz [1]. The impressive development in the number of connected objects implies a massive deployment of sensors, necessitating the regular charging or changing of batteries. Consequently, the design of rechargeable autonomous devices will be a challenging task [2]. To address this issue, radio-frequency energy harvesting (RFEH) is being considered as the solution. The rectenna is the key element of RFEH systems, comprising a receiving antenna and a rectifying circuit [3]. The rectenna’s performance depends on two main factors: the radio frequency (RF) input power captured by the antenna and its conversion to direct current (DC) power by the rectifier [3]. Classifying rectifiers is determined by the operational level of RF input power, categorizing them into low-power, high-power, and wide power range rectifiers [4].
range devices. In the literature, various rectifiers at different power levels have been investigated for energy harvesting (EH) systems [5]-[9]. Its performance is evaluated by the power conversion efficiency (PCE) or the RF-DC efficiency. This efficiency is influenced by factors such as the Schottky diode type, input power level, input impedance, and operating frequency [10]. The ambient RF power in EH systems is inherently unpredictable, and the unexpected change of input power level has the potential to influence the input impedance of the rectifier due to its non-linearity [11]. This change results in an impedance mismatch between the receiving antenna and the rectifying circuit, leading to a decrease in the maximum energy transfer. This explains the difficulty in creating a rectifier capable of accommodating a extended range of RF input power. Several works have focused on stabilizing rectifier performance in response to fluctuations in operating conditions. To minimize the susceptibility of the rectifier circuit to radio frequency input power fluctuations, an impedance compression network (ICN) and a resistance compression network (RCN) are utilized in [12] and [13], respectively. The ICN circuit compresses the complex input impedance, while the RCN affects the real part of the input impedance. However, ICN and RCN circuits have limitations in certain impedance circumstances. In [14], two subrectifier cells operating at both low and high input power levels were associated using a T-junction power divider. In [15], three subrectifiers were combined utilizing a branch line coupler (BLC), with two functioning at a high power level and the third one at a low power level. To avoid insertion losses from extra devices (coupler, power divider), which can influence rectifier performance, an adaptive power distribution network was proposed in [16] and [17]. It comprises two subrectifiers working at both low and high input power levels. A gallium arsenide (GaAs) pseudomorphic high electron mobility transistor (pHEMT) with Schottky diode was used, in [18], to increase RF input power band by achieving a reduced threshold voltage and increased breakdown voltage. Additionally, to obtain a wide RF input power band, a power division diode array was utilized in [19]. The described works have been used for various input power levels (high, low and wide band) and employed various techniques to improve performance. These studies have also covered different frequency bands such as global system for mobile communication (GSM) (0.915 GHz) and wireless fidelity (WiFi) (2.45 GHz). The authors noted a lack of literature on rectifiers operating at 3.5 GHz with an extended input power band. In this submitted manuscript, a rectifier suitable for RFEH applications operating at sub-6 GHz (3.5 GHz) was studied and simulated. The novelty lies in the conception of a rectifier with a wide input power range operating at 3.5 GHz without the use of lumped elements. Microstrip lines technology was employed to design the impedance matching network (IMN) and filters, within which capacitive and inductive losses were minimized. The proposed rectifier designed to accommodate a extended input power range, comprises two branches of microstrip lines directly connected without extra devices, featuring a simple IMN. This design covers different power levels: low (less than 0 dBm) and high (greater than 0 dBm) across a span of 32.5 dB (ranging from -13 to 19.5 dBm).

The designs and simulated results of the rectifiers created for high power and low power are illustrated in sections 2 and 3, respectively. The power distribution technique applied to the extended input power band rectifier is elucidated in section 4. Ultimately, in section 5 a conclusion is discussed, then the references are cited at the end of the manuscript.

2. HIGH POWER RECTIFIER
2.1. The design description
To design an RF energy rectifying circuit functioning at a frequency of 3.5 GHz for a high RF input power band varying from 0 to 20 dBm, a simple serial rectifier is proposed. The chosen substrate is made of FR4 epoxy with a thickness (h) of 1.6 mm and dielectric properties $\varepsilon_r=4.4$, $\tan\delta=0.02$. The structure comprises an impedance matching network (IMN), a high frequency (HF) bandpass filter, a HSMS-2860 Schottky diode from Avago, a DC low pass filter, and a resistor load [20], as illustrated in Figure 1. The DC low pass filter is composed of four transmission lines (TL8, TL9, TL10, TL11) acting as parallel capacitors and serial inductors. It is inserted after the diode to allow only the DC signal to pass while blocking the fundamental and the harmonics [21]. The chosen Schottky diode is the HSMS-2860 with a junction voltage ($V_j$) set at 0.65 V and a breakdown voltage ($V_{br}$) established at 7 V, making it suitable for high-power rectification. The HF input filter is a band-pass filter positioned between the receiving antenna and the rectifier. It incorporates a $\lambda/4$ shorted length stub (TL5) to inhibit the return of harmonics produced by the diode [22]. Additionally, T-shaped transmission lines (TL1, TL2, TL3) are integrated to create a proper matching network, ensuring optimal power transmission with a load resistor of 300 $\Omega$. 

The optimal dimensions of the transmission lines (TL) employed in the rectifier design are illustrated in Table 1. The primary goal of the rectifying circuit is to achieve RF-to-DC conversion with utmost efficiency. The power conversion efficiency (PCE) is defined as (1). The relationship between DC output power ($P_{DC}$) and RF input power ($P_{in}$).

$$PCE(\%) = \frac{P_{DC}}{P_{in}} \times 100$$

Table 1. Dimensions of the transmission lines forming the high power rectifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TL</th>
<th>Width (mm)</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TL1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL11</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Simulation results

To boost the high-power rectifier’s performance, PCE is measured at 3.5 GHz for various load and input power level settings. The rectifier simulation results are obtained using Keysight advanced design system (ADS) software, depicting parameters like the reflection coefficient $S_{11}$ vs. frequency and PCE vs. input power ($P_{in}$) in Figure 2. A large signal S-parameter (LSSP) solver is employed to visualize the matching behavior of the rectifying circuit at different values of $P_{in}$. The reflection coefficient reaches -25 dB at 3.5 GHz as illustrated in Figure 2(a), indicating good matching, the rectifier exhibits good matching in the frequency range of 3.3 to 3.85 GHz at an input power of 15 dBm. To determine a suitable load, PCE vs. $P_{in}$ is examined for different values of load $R_L$ as illustrated in Figure 2(b) using the harmonic balance (HB) solver of ADS. The maximum achieved PCE is 67.4% at 3.5 GHz for a 300 Ω resistor and an RF input power level of 15 dBm. As visualized in Figure 2(c), the output voltage is 2.5 V.

3. LOW POWER RECTIFIER

3.1. The design description

Considering the level of input power, the Schottky diode is selected. Equation (2) suggests that the maximum power-handling capacity is dependent on the breakdown voltage ($V_{br}$) and the load resistor ($R_L$).

$$P_{out}(max) = \frac{V_{br}^2}{4 \times R_L}$$
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For power levels higher than $P_{\text{out}}(\text{max})$, the rectifying circuit will cease to harvest the RF power. Therefore, a Schottky diode with a low breakdown voltage and a high $R_L$ is more suitable for a low-power rectifier. For this reason, the SMS-7630 diode from Skyworks with $V_{\text{br}}=2$ V is chosen to design the low-power rectifier, with a load resistor of 1200 $\Omega$. The designed harvester is depicted in Figure 3, where only the Schottky diode, the load, and the IMN circuit differ from those of the first rectifier described in section 2. Dimensions of the matching network transmission lines are illustrated in Table 2.
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Figure 2. Comparison simulation results (a) reflection coefficient vs. frequency and (b) PCE vs. $P_{\text{in}}$ (c) $V_{\text{out}}$ vs. $P_{\text{in}}$
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Figure 3. Schematic of the low power rectifier
Table 2. Dimensions of the transmission lines forming the low power rectifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TL</th>
<th>Width (mm)</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TL13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Simulation results

The designed low-power rectifier is analyzed using harmonic balance (HB) and LSSP solvers of ADS software. The simulated reflection coefficient $S_{11}$ vs. frequency at $P_{in}=-10$, -5, and 0 dBm is shown in Figure 4(a). It reaches -20 dBm at 3.5 GHz for an RF input power of -10 dBm. Also, simulated PCE vs. $P_{in}$ is shown in Figure 4(b), where the maximum PCE is equal to 45% at -2 dBm. The simulated $V_{out}$ vs. frequency at various values of $P_{in}$ is depicted in Figure 4(c). The maximum value reaches 0.7 V at 0 dBm.

![Figure 4. Comparison simulation results (a) reflection coefficient vs. frequency and (b) PCE vs. $P_{in}$ (c) $V_{out}$ vs. frequency](image)

4. WIDE INPUT POWER RANGE RECTIFIER

4.1. Design description

In this section, a novel rectifier with a wide RF input power range is designed in Figure 5. It comprises two subrectifiers, A and B, in parallel, directly linked to the input port without the need for extra devices, operating at both low and high power levels, respectively. This innovative design enables efficient energy harvesting across a broad range of input power levels, utilizing a special distribution power technique.
The two subrectifiers are the same as those in previous sections. However, the impedance matching networks have been modified, and a new one has been inserted, respecting the power distribution technique. The optimized parameters of the proposed IMN are listed in Table 3. To ensure maximum PCE, the input power should be well distributed between the two subrectifiers.

Table 3. Dimensions of the proposed IMN used in the wide input power range rectifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TL</th>
<th>width (mm)</th>
<th>length (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TL15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL16</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL17</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Distribution power technique

$P_{in}$ is the total RF input power for the array of rectifiers. $P_a$ and $P_b$ are the delivered powers to subrectifiers A and B, respectively. $Z_{in}$, $Z_a$, and $Z_b$ are the input impedance of the whole system, subrectifiers A, and B, respectively. The relationship between $P_{in}$, $P_a$, and $P_b$ can be expressed as (3) and (4):

$$P_{in} = P_a + P_b$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\frac{P_a}{P_b} = \frac{\text{Re}(Z_b)}{\text{Re}(Z_a)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The principle of the distribution power technique is based on the activation of one subrectifier cell based on the RF input power level and distributing the maximum of $P_{in}$ to the considered subrectifier. At low power levels, the maximum power should be allocated to the subrectifier cell A. Thus, $Z_a$ should match $Z_g$, while $Z_b$ must be a very high impedance. Conversely, at high power, the maximum of $P_{in}$ must be intended for subrectifier B. In this case, $Z_b$ should match the source impedance, and subrectifier A must be deactivated, with $Z_a$ behaving as a high impedance.

The proposed impedance matching network consists of 4 transmission lines (TL15, TL16, TL17, TL18). Three TLs (TL15, TL16, TL17) are used to match subrectifier A to 50 $\Omega$ at low input power and at high impedance at high power. Just one transmission line TL18 is used for subrectifier B to match cell B to 50 $\Omega$ at high input power and at high impedance at low power. This design allows for efficient impedance matching across varying power levels for both subrectifiers, optimizing the performance of the overall system.
\( Z_{15}, Z_{16}, Z_{17}, \) and \( Z_{18} \) are the input impedance after each transmission line. \( Z_{in}, Z_a, \) and \( Z_b \) are the input impedance of the whole system, subrectifiers A, and B, respectively. Using the transmission line theory, we can derive (5)-(8):

\[
Z_{17} = Z_{TL17} \frac{Z'_a + jZ_{TL17} \tan(\theta_{TL17})}{Z_{TL17} + jZ'_a \tan(\theta_{TL17})}
\]

\[
Z_{16} = Z_{TL16} \frac{Z_{17} + jZ_{TL16} \tan(\theta_{TL16})}{Z_{TL16} + jZ_{17} \tan(\theta_{TL16})}
\]

\[
Z_a = Z_{TL15} \frac{Z_{16} + jZ_{TL15} \tan(\theta_{TL15})}{Z_{TL15} + jZ_{16} \tan(\theta_{TL15})}
\]

\[
Z_b = Z_{TL18} \frac{Z'_b + jZ_{TL18} \tan(\theta_{TL18})}{Z_{TL18} + jZ'_b \tan(\theta_{TL18})}
\]

Besides

\[
Z_{in} = Z_a \| Z_b = Z_G = 50 \Omega
\]

\[
Z_{in} = \frac{Z_a \times Z_b}{Z_a + Z_b}
\]

In the next section, we will examine the agreement between the applied distribution technique and the simulation results.

### 4.3. Simulation results

The performance of the suggested wide input power range rectifier is examined in relation to the input impedance \( Z_{in} \), reflection coefficient \( S_{11} \), and PCE. The input impedance vs. RF input power for subrectifiers A and B are depicted in Figures 6(a) and 6(b). From these simulation results, it can be observed that there is agreement between the distribution input power technique and the behavior of the proposed rectifier.
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Figure 6. Simulation results (a) \( Z_a \) vs. \( P_{in} \) (b) \( Z_b \) vs. \( P_{in} \)

From -20 to 0 dBm of RF input power, \( Z_a \) is almost equal to 50 \( \Omega \), and for \( P_{in} > 0 \) dBm, \( Z_a \) behaves like high impedance. Conversely, the input impedance \( Z_a \) of rectifier B is practically equal to 50 \( \Omega \) for \( P_{in} \) greater than 0 dBm. However, for \( P_{in} \) ranging from -20 to 0 dBm, \( Z_b \) is very high.

These results are consistent with the distribution input power technique. This approach involves allocating input power to one rectifier while deactivating the other, depending on the RF power level. Consequently, one rectifier acts as the primary energy harvester, while the other remains deactivated. This strategy ensures...
efficient utilization of available RF energy and optimizes the overall performance of the system by dynamically adapting to changing power conditions.

The reflection coefficient vs. $P_{in}$, as illustrated in Figure 7(a), shows that rectifier A is well-matched for $P_{in}$ from -20 to 0 dBm. On the other hand, rectifier B represents good matching for power $P_{in}$ greater than 0 dBm, where $S_{11}$ is always less than -10 dB. However, the designed wide input power range rectifier serves as good matching for low and high power. Figure 7(b) exhibits the power conversion efficiency vs. RF input power at 3.5 GHz. Subrectifiers A and B reach the maximum PCE at -7 dBm (35%) and 16 dBm (55%), respectively. The wide input power range rectifier represents a PCE greater than 30% over 32.5 dB (from -13 to 19.5 dBm), and it is equal to 56% and 40% at 16 and 0 dBm, respectively. It maintains $S_{11} < -10$ dB over a 40 dB power range.

![Simulation results](image)

4.4. Performance comparison of the wide input power range rectifier with existing literature

To highlight the advantages of the suggested rectifying circuit, a comparative study has been carried out with existing rectifiers. The novel wide RF power band rectifier designed is dedicated for 5G applications. Utilizing microstrip-line technology without additional devices, the reduction of capacitive and inductive losses makes its implementation easier and more cost-effective compared to other rectifiers. Additionally, a simple impedance matching network composed of just three transmission lines is employed to enhance the matching between the receiving antenna and the rectifying circuit for different input power levels, spanning over 40 dB (from -20 to 20 dBm). In terms of efficiency, the studied rectifier achieves a PCE more than 30% across a 32.5 dB range of RF input power. Furthermore, after reviewing existing literature, we identified a significant gap in the designing of rectifiers operating at 3.5 GHz with a wide input power range. As far as we know, our...
work is the first to address this gap by presenting a rectifier at 3.5 GHz with a wide input power range. Table 4 illustrates the results of performance comparison between the proposed rectifier and other rectifiers operating at the same sub-6 GHz band (3.5 GHz).

### Table 4. Performance comparison of the rectifier with the existing literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>$P_{in}$ range</th>
<th>$P_{CE,max}$ for $P_{CE} &gt; 30%$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>20 dB (-5 to 15 dBm)</td>
<td>76% at 0 dbm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>29 % at 18 dbm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>29.7% at 6 dbm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>11.5 dB (-19.5 to -8 dBm)</td>
<td>53% at -11 dbm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>10 dB (-7 to 3 dBm)</td>
<td>43.5% at 0 dbm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>17 dB (-9 to 8 dBm)</td>
<td>66.2% at 5 dbm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>19 dB (-8 to 11 dB)</td>
<td>42.5% at 9 dbm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>11 dB (-7 to 4 dBm)</td>
<td>42% at 0 dbm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>This work</strong></td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>32.5 dB (-13 to 19.5 dBm)</td>
<td>56% at 16 dbm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some rectifiers in existing literature may have a higher maximum PCE. However, it’s crucial to note that our proposed rectifier excels because of its wider input power range. While some rectifiers with superior PCE might have concentrated on a narrower input power range or may not have thoroughly considered both low and high power levels. The wider input power range of our proposed rectifier makes it more versatile and applicable, enhancing its robustness as a solution.

5. CONCLUSION

Three rectifiers designed for high, low, and wide range power levels have been proposed in this article. The high-power rectifier reached 67.4% of PCE at 15 dBm. The low-power rectifier converted 45% of RF power to DC at -2 dBm. The wide power range rectifier achieved over 32 dB of power range with a PCE greater than 30%. In the next step, these simulation results will be validated by measurement in the laboratory. An antenna operating at the 5G band will be designed and associated with rectifiers to implement a rectenna.
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